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There are other styles of Infinity, something like a box within a box to unpack.  But the Master
Universe has only one drafted Infinity to claim for itself.    That is what he examine in Bulletin 23.

The reader is asked to keep in mind we have briefly examined those other kinds of Infinity in
Bulletins 21 and 22; they are other conjectured ones and are  contributors to original Master Universe
Infinity then to recede to the peripheral Master Universe with its own Infinity to indwell.  Don’t
throw your arms yet over complexity, but calmly examine with us the cosmology of Infinity as it is.

Briefly reviewed, the existential nature of the Paradise Deities is derived from certain unspoken areas
of relief of their own natures which are not always subject to Master Universe Infinity itself.  The
proposed Father Infinite exceeds as it must, for like the cherished inventor of marvels must be, He
has to know more than His own invention to invent it and control it. Those exceeding fonts of
knowledge are His to know and for us never to partake of, but we can acknowledge that the will of
God derives before creation.  The reader may know that, but to explain that, he cannot.

There is a 5th epochal revelation, and in those pages is a list of types of entities who work the Master
Universe as a governing body working to Infinite integration.  That work requires insights which
exceed statements of Infinity vectors which can and do control material reality, but remains the truth
which we acknowledge, the responsibility devolves upon a few or one who is the last remaining
decision maker to consummate destiny.  That List simply states without explanation the presence of
the Consummator of Universe Destiny among us.  He carries a number six and is known as the
Universal Father.   The Father started it all with the youthful I AM and was the Consummator of
Destiny Number Six in action.
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I know that of the revealed twelve Consummators of Universe Destiny causes the creature mind to
start to speculate that with that many Consummators there might be a variety of other Universes, but
rest easy: none such exist.  Yes, there are conjectured eyes and ears lying outside of our Master
Universe as a totality, but individually, they have no Universe or anything like a Universe of their
own.  Only Father, His Coordinates, and we do.  Those superior wills run their own affairs and never
run anything like another Master Universe, but they know enough as Father’s pre-existing associates 
to be equal counsel when the Father must certainly adjust Master Universe directions from outside
Infinity itself.  I affirm they have revealed this clearly, and be glad that extra-infinity and
hyperinfinity exist to backstop lethal challenges to the Master Universe enterprise entirely.

Most of our world population has no idea that something like epochal revelation exists today as they
studiously ignore the use of factual information incoming over the idea of confirming factual
conditions of both mathematics and the physicist brains who conjecture but never or entirely settle
what reality is and what they may fully be dealing with in cosmic investigations.  Bulletin 23 looks
at the science used by physicists as remarkable but so poorly construed, the entire field misses the 
integration needed to keep them from shaking their heads at certain mysteries of existence that just
fails to provide answers in their own terms.

This Paper I call Bulleting 23 is that rare incident of statements which deals directly with the officer,
if you will, of the policy making boards that actually achieve Infinite integration of the Master
Universe with the inquiring human mind, and without prejudice to science or religion, for any
cosmology worth its salt to identify spiritual mystery and material solutions to those mysteries, has
to first come out of revealed concepts that the physicist and any clergy cannot summon out of their
own minds ever.  Bulletin 23 receives those concept seeds from the officers who run the Master
Universe, and integrates, we hope, what they say with the modern statements to date about what man
has concluded about the Master Universe himself.  We frankly admit dependency on the spirit
executive and the one we call the Universal Father, or as Seth of the Jane Robert’s books might say,
All That Is had his say today. 

I also must state the reader will be helped a lot when moving through a disorienting lesson on the
revelation of there being so much more to Universe beginnings than just heat and light, but its family
of sustainment is one extraordinary group impossible to know but fully cognizant of humans and
Gods and things besides Deity and Creators, that must use vocabulary about reality we normally do
not originate for much of anything.  I am therefore extracting the vocabulary I must speak with them
to understand what Infinity has been granted in design to us, as our Father on Paradise would say:
“I am bewildered with you scribe, but go ahead and trial it to them.  It might do some good.”

We provide a glossary for your consideration next.
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The VOCABULARY OF INFINITY:  GLOSSARY

INFINITE INTEGRATION
This refers to the ability of the parts of any given reality, in spite of its contrasts and
differences, that all reality is related and fits into one cohesive unit of purpose and
uses far beyond present concerns and needs.

Infinity is its own  self-integrating mechanism, but Infinity can be partial in
integration because all that is  reality is not yet completely developed.  What  is
developed so far needs to be understood in its own created locality, but it must also
be placed on a plane of uses for what one reality develops and when it does it,  all of
the other realities can use it too.  That plane of uses is a place for practical
applications for better living for wherever one takes origin in time, or in the
transcendental Absonites, or in the co-absolute realm of spaceless existences.  They
all share a commonality of progressive applications for conscious appreciation and
benefit for all concerned.  That is why integration is important and why lives get
shared across the light years of social segregations otherwise so lethal to actualized
universe development and/or completion. And that is just why universe integration
has to be, first Infinitely condoned by the only corporation existing in the Master
Universe, the Paradise Trinity, for its primary function,  besides Justice in the
subabsolute cosmos, is Infinite Integration throughout all of creation.  And second, 
Infinity must force cohesiveness into the logic of usages and meanings of the
experiential nature, for only the experiential trials and experiments result in the
modification of application of Infinity to areas which rely on time or eventuation to
learn the secrets of universe operations to socialize the common good.

    

Infinite Interloculators  
Wikipedia defines the word this way: “In linguistics, discourse analysis, and related
fields, an interlocutor is a person involved in a conversation or dialogue. Two or
more people speaking to one another are each other's interlocutors.”  

But in Infinity an interloculator is also that concept which relates to more than two
or more other Infinite concepts at once. Plus: we add another category to the word
meaning, and that is the curious habit of the  Master Universe always personalizes
its interpreters (a new entity) to form a widening group of Interloculators.  Earth
religions are copiously lost over understanding that diversity demands explanations
through the widening integrations of new mind  capacities to fathom the benign
nature of God and the blessings of labor saving devices of the  sciences and their
inventions.  Existing interloculators like the Consummators of Universe Destiny, the
Master Force Organizers and their progeny, along with a huge group of Orders of
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Deity unrevealed to a material planet, counsel, converse, reveal, and never accept
praises except through the reverence of the profound human religionists of the past,
and probable  future, if we can but remove the insignia of such rugged individualism
we deafen the divine out of dialog with us.  

Electromagnetism as an Interloculator:
Interlocutors which relate to actual Infinity concept vectors which point to two or
more other reality concepts in Infinity also have a known example to readers here. 
This is referring to the central thesis of what it is to establish the requirement for
electromagnetism in the first place to sustain life establishment as a  reality.  In the
second place, it is revealed that Interloculator number three (3) relates to lightning;
Interloculator five (5) relates to the central core inside the earth which will always
exist as an elemental metallic material, and that is true for any inhabited planet.
Electrification is a natural phenomena coming out of Infinite Interloculators as a
substrata of electromagnetism (as a creation using over six thousand interloculators
for out planet alone)  to move the planet through  space  as a cohesive unit of matter
to provide our earth a secure and sufficient gravity to be respected by other
gravitational objects and their fields of influence on space itself.  Uninhabited planets
do not keep an electromagnetic field when mature although many in our own solar
system have maintained heated cores, they will eventually lose them when our solar
system matures in another five hundred million years.

Interceptors - 
In Infinity there are concept objects stated as contrasts which later one we develop
for the reader the idea of concept lamps.  Those object contrasts are not material but
plane geometric sizing holders which exude the magnetism which attracts  overlaying
concepts to the holder much as a paint brush holds paint; they do not attract
Interloculators but bits and pieces of realty to cohere to them like paint to bristles to
apply them as mating material to enforce the usability of an Infinite concept.  The
interceptor handles (so to speak) seem to  magnetize pieces of floating reality
material into a sizing that brushes it on created object to condition their means to gain 
self perpetuation.  For example: there are four  Interceptors which allow the 
electromagnetic plates around our planet to seize and collect sunlight as a self-
conditioning genetic ability of plants to systematically convert  radiant sunlight
energy to starch.  Infinite Interceptors catch reality something like a filter too, and
work to repair pieces too small to relate to any major concept without a lot of
direction.  It is not the Infinity needs maintenance repair, but to realign parts that have 
somehow lost identification without a full concept of their own to align with.
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Intercessionary Infinity - 
Infinity by itself is fixed, stable, changeless, undeviating and static as it has exhausted
all developmental debt in every exact way.  Intercessionary Infinity is developed by
the existential Father-Infinite to provide elasticity into an otherwise locked system
of perfection, and as Controller, the Father-Infinite acts through the Paradise Trinity,
and the Deified creation using the Deity Absolute.  Often times, and simultaneously
through Universal Absolute to use the Paradise Trinity to stimulate the  undeified
realm through the Unqualified Absolute, to add elasticity into custom acts of creation
involving molecular conversions and spiritual reactive capacity to understand human
beings who are not coordinated with Paradise while not spirit.   The Universal
Absolute has nothing to do with Intercessionary Infinity directly but It does stimulate
the reactive forces of the Unqualified Absolute for applications.  For the reader, we
are given the example of a sub-absolute intercessionary force many of us have
experienced on earth which would be the coriolis effect force resulting from
planetary motion and between masses of unequal gravitational effect, namely earth
gravity and tiny gravity of the man doing it.    Intercessionary Infinity has learned
what the effect is on man, and why, but also attracts the idea why man would want
to swing a bucket full of something around his head in the first place.  Man has no
idea what it takes to understand why in Infinity would he jump off a roof to fly?

Causal Identities - 
These are also objects placed within Infinity to prepare material worlds to develop
evolutionary by-products such as the human genome mutations.  Even though life
patterns are separately considered in the Master Universe, the Infinity of the Master
Universe does take them into account by supplying the platform so evolution can
develop regardless of how barren the initial life implantation was or is becoming.  On
our planet there were three specific lagoons used to plant the life plasm that sprang
into amphibians and then land animals and then man himself.  Not all lagoons
survived the rigors of evolutionary development, but the life implantation precedes
even Rodinia by seven hundred million years (700,000,000 years) and over 1.6
Billion years before Pangaea.  The life implantation relates to the first continental
exposure to the rarified air this planet had to begin it life as an inhabited sphere, so-
called and recognized only one million years ago when genuine humans first
appeared.    Causal identities do not exist on planet earth itself,  but exist in an
Infinite location, not by contact, but by the very idea that self-existence can co-exist
with created existences as is the case in the Master Universe with the I AM, and who
is also known as the Universal Father and the First Source and Center.
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Infinite Dispersion -
Infinite dispersion is a fact and not an objectified reality.  Reality exists in seven
different variations and only time uses the concept of sequence to learn.  All six other
realities dispense with time as unnecessary to become a student of them and to gain
intellectual security because of them; that all related materials a creature has to deal
with, with or without time, is useable in the same way that learning is always the
same benefit to one who has truly learned.

Infinite reality was never made for the creature to know or suggest usages to it, but
it makes available how we learn through extreme restrictions on the ability of Infinity
to fully supply a doctorate self for one’s own inexhaustible supply of  lectures on
one’s  favorite subjects if time would just not intervene.  Infinite dispersion is full
and free if one can contact it for those reasons but below the level of Infinity itself,
man must cope with protoplasmic memory and its self formulating undoings.  
Infinity is made to provide an inexhaustible supply of learning materials and its
benefits both supplying material for learning and how to use learning, and it does
manage to leak through the indwelling spirit of one’s own mind circuitry providing
thinking is a routine not alien to its owner-user

Dispersion is the key to why the Master Universe exists.  It is true that the immediate
cause of the Master Universe is genuinely a pre-existential plan, but it cannot be
more than that and must rely on the counsel of the Consummators of Universe
Destiny to help determine the wake field of consciousness to absorb the truth of the
Master Universe: it is created with dispersion in mind, and when all experience
possible is complete, it reabsorbs dispersion and become infinitely integrated from
the Age of Experiential development to the new Age of Repletion.

Preceptors and Vectors -
A preceptor is an infinite conjugation of steps which eventuate into a preparticle in
time.  A vector is the energy within Infinity which sometimes produces, and
sometimes forces the steps to take place at all, and on a material sphere, it is vectors
which drive an energy onto a material planet to create an effect.

Sinecures and Sub-Vectors -
A sinecure is that which produces an effect but never seen outside of Infinity.  Heat
and light are effects on planets but like misery and contempt are only seen inside of
a person, sinecures are restricted to inside infinity effects, such as the loss of life of
many people who are bonafide spiritual subjects and are unrequited but not assigned
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An Electron Forming
Ultimaton Showing Its
Two Plasma Rods and
the Brownout Tail Used
to Wrap and  Bond
Ultimatons Into
Discrete Atomic
Electrons

The Muon is an Electron
missing Two Ultimatons
and exists as a light
weight  preparticle with
ninety-eight Ultimatons,
and is used to prepare an
atom for dissolution and
out of existence.

to the resurrection chambers until judicial actions appear outside of Infinity to redress
the loss to Infinity.  It is a sinecure that is a note made by Infinity that this must be
rectified.  Sub-Vectors are productions of the energy it takes to produce sinecure
notations and as such are never addressed by material planets in their own
development.

Examples of Pre-Mass Energies for  Materializations 

1  -  ULTIMATONS

Ultimatons are pre-matter and coalesce in space as atomic
preparticles.  An electron comes to exist through precisely one
hundred ultimatons that  coalesce into a spinning unit called an
electron through hyperstring wrapping of 100 ultimatons.. 
Ultimatons in time and space cannot be measured but exist as
inferred energy in all preparticles, and in the electrons this pre-
electron energy can be referred to by spectral analysis.   Electron 
spin is identical to ultimaton spin and that is at an alarming rate
in the electron’s material form; or,  sometimes not seen at all  as
some atomic shells of the receiving atoms
are too distant from the nucleus to hold the
electron as a discrete atomic particle. 
Radium is a good example of this distant
shell phenomenon, while hydrogen lacks
the strength to hold its electron secure to
maintain  absolute materialization as well.

The graphic shows what cannot be seen ever but must be inferred
through spectral analysis, as ultimatons never leave an energy trail, but
produce a light trail while forming electrons.  Electrons do have an
energy trail, but that is mostly thanks to the fact they spin so rapidly they exhibit a form of
antigravity which has its own energy signature.  
     There are several hundred types of electrons which must exist to convey materialized matter as
unique, rather than obsolete due to what would be the over production of only one style of preparticle
electron which is not one size that fits all elements inside and outside of Infinity.  
Science knows forty-two types of electrons.  The other types do not exist on this earth for reasons
of explanation why this limited number to scientific knowledge.

The string you see at the bottom of the ultimaton on the graphic above is prevalent in all ultimatons
which form electrons, but no strings exist on ultimatons which form protons or neutrons, and
therefore neither protons or neutrons emit light but instead  produce wave-style radioactive plasma. 
This graphic shown here as the electron-forming ultimaton has its heat shield removed for picture
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Y1 Large drop shape is a single photon
photographed about to collide with small orange
drop, a laser beam, at right angels to the photon.
Y9 spiked orange line is the carrier frequency;
sometimes called the blast line of a photon.

https://physics.aps.org/articles/v5/86

clarity and also to show the two plasma rods that are in the interior of all ultimatons and all such rods
exist  in ultimatons which form electrons.  Proton rods are red plasma.  Neutron rods are yellow. And
many variations exist in between   All rods glow with the Infinity-blue color until the ultimaton of
use is designated by the Paradise Trinity which type of element each ultimaton is destined to form. 

We also produce notice that the strings between like-seeking partner ultimatons clasp to their forms
in even units of ten to form preparticles, as Infinity is of a decimal construction itself.  Electrons of
the most common nature form with exactly one hundred ultimatons and remain stable as those
strings become enmeshed as one unit as a cytoplasmic unit.  The definition used here is to call this
tail “a string,” but in actual fact it is an aspect of a plasma footing known as a “brownout” to the
Master Force Organizers, which are entities that see to the formation of galaxies by their power
presence inside the galaxy to be formed and,  in addition to producing space conditions that forms
linear gravity and electronic forces unknown to science, they produce the vector forces to bring
galactic designs into rotating wheels.  Ultimatons free up space hydrogen in order to allow the
Master Force Organizers, of which there are millions brought into existence on the Infinity side of
the equation, to make sure there is sufficient stability for the idea of a  galaxy to come into existence. 

2   - PHOTONS
Photons (denoted here with the symbol Y1) are not
formed through time-space reactive emulsions but are
obtain within Infinity descriptors.  For reasons of
explanation I use the Y symbol (which looks like the
Greek letter Gamma, the shorthand symbol for the
photon) with superscripts used to separate types of
energy that becomes a photon eventually, as to indicate
pre-photon states as  related particles before the actual
Photon(Y1) forms.  Those Y symbols with superscript
numbers are real energies, but we have no language to
name them well phonetically.  There is the Y5 gamma-
wave Descriptor (a Descriptor is an Infinity Concept
unit) which predates the Y3 Descriptor which then
produces a Y2 type of actual gamma particle which
becomes the actual photon (Y1) and subsequent light.

Y5

Infinity vectors first produce Y5 pre-gamma waves much like a pre-ultimaton contains no plasma
rods, the origination of Y5 gamma wave is without shape or dimension and exists as a husk container
much as one of those coverings over the wheat seed will contain a seed in maturation of becoming
wheat.  There is an intermediate wave, the Y3, which dissipates quickly to form Y2 and is not
mentioned further.
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The Y5 designation is literal as a  wave like feature but it is  formulated to sound harsh to prematter
as it is radioactive first, and it contains more than white light in a visible spectrum not, but in an
energy spectral not calculated on earth for use in the time-space regions locations and speeds of
transmissions.  Y5 is exhausted before it reaches time-space, and there is where  it forms Y2,
superlight.  As such superlight has no preceptor attached to it and its only ancestor is Y5.  A
preceptor is an Infinity characteristic which is the latent energy necessary to move Infinity from
conceptual Infinity to Kinetic Energy Infinity to push change into time and space under its influence.

The Y5 designation provides us the ability to state these things without having to name each stop on
the way, but in this case, we know that the Y3 energy briefly exists, but it exists only to tell Y2 how
much it may glow in the sense of how long the beam may last before being absorbed by some
material it encounters on its journey to dissemination of the light energy as superlight or material
light rays too.

Y9

The blast line or carrier frequency of a photon in time and space.  It exists as a result of the photon
pulsating at its own intensity frequency which is this visible toothed line in the picture which appears
because this  carrier wave has a Haileson preparticle exciting the super light dimension of the
material light photon as an unseen to the human eye as its super light mirror.  Y2 is super light
explained below.

Y
2

This is super light.  It cannot be visible to the creature eye, but is visible to First Cause.  Y2 is not a
wave; it is a pre-mass particle and secures the nature of the photon which emerges into the space
areas outside of the classification of Infinity.

When we say Y2 secures the nature of the photon, it is Y2 as super light that determines the efficacy
of light intensity and light spectrum parameters such as color and wave frequency.  Y2 exists as light
and not pre-light and as such,  illuminates non-spatial areas of the central control of the Master
Universe itself.  The reader is advised that the central control matter and spirit materialization which
represents the core of the Master Universe is one materialization consisting of nearly seven million
dipoles of materialized matter and is over sixteen-thousand light years across and fourteen-thousand
light years high, forming a peripheral side dimension where space touches this materialization but
goes not engulf it further and thereby making the central mechanism, also called the Isle of Paradise,
to exist outside of space and time.  

Y2 superlight is the light which illuminates the divine placement of the existential Deities on this
central control abode that is also home to trillions of un-created persons and entities so grand no one
has yet fully described them in any revelation in the time-space creation, now consisting in the
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Master Universe which is a relativity with over sixty-trillion inhabited planets of various types of
creatures, and without precedence in hyperspace Infinity or in Extra-Infinity locations outside of the
Infinity of our Master Universe.  The reader must prepare themselves to understand that the Master
Universe is not conjecturing any of these numbers as they are precise within one million units so
described.  Superlight illuminates the timeless and spaceless Center of the Master Universe, and it
is that superlight which then proceeds out of the illumination of the divine core of all existence and
converts itself into light particles designated as Photons, which we continue to describer more
further.

The 5th epochal revelation not further referenced here announces that it is the existential coordinate
of the First Source and Center as the Second Source and Center, also named the  Eternal Son,  which
lights with His own emanations of superlight the entire divine universe.  Since it is the function of
the Eternal Son to control all spiritual proclivities which emanate from the sacred spheres adjacent
to the Isle of Paradise, most readers assume this illumination of the divine central universe is spirit
light of the Son Himself.  But that is not entirely correct.  The Spirit Mother Son does light the divine
and holy Isle of Paradise and it surrounding twenty-one spheres of secret home planets for ascenind
creatures, but the Eternal Son relegates spiritual light to persons only and exudes such brilliance it
would completely destroy a human should they come into such light contact.  but illumination of the
central universe is indeed Y2 superlight.  This does not explain the halo effect well at all, but the
halo effect is not photons, but the light emanating from the persons of divine rank such has been
depicted in religious art ever since the painting representations of the bestowal of the divine Son,
Jesus of Nazareth. 

Photon light is material light.  It postdates Superlight and predates the Boson. It is also material light
on this  side of Infinity we use and is unseen by the divine which cannot visualize these lower creations
directly without a translator.  However there are other types of emanations in the Master Universe
which take their illumination from other than photons in things such as radium which does use photons
in some emanations, but also uses a gas element not known to man, which glows when excited by slight
amounts of heat.   Such light production is not entirely pressure or catalytic elements present such as
helium does sometimes to these hydrogen gas fields in space, but rather it is the excitation of electrons
in natural types of gas neurons in presence in the various gas elements that sets them aglow, even as
ionization results in light through excitation of preparticles freely associating within the atmosphere that
sets the aurora borealis on fire at night in the northern climes of this planet.  We also advise that the
photon is rarely seen in the divine universe since it cannot sustain light energy without refreshing itself
with the raw energy circuits of the Infinite Spirit, the God of Action and all energy material and
subsequently the light of all stars and hydrogen gas fields in the nether regions of space, is actually
induced within the proscriptions of the Infinite areas of source descriptors and fully activated by the
Infinite Spirit at all times. 
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Graviton Experiment and it did not work as the machine created
shaking when a graviton (?) passed through and jumbled results. 
The 2015 Lisa Pathfinder experiment.

3 - The  Graviton 
These are no-mass particles which exist in Absolute Gravity only.  Absolute gravity exists and
permeates all Master Universe space totally, yet it is masked by other gravity and has no particle the
Graviton is associated with beyond its meager presence in time. 

Fermilabs has an intelligent article on this particle which can be read in full at:
https://www.fnal.gov/pub/today/archive/archive_2012/today12-10-19_NutshellReadMore.html

They rehearse it is a proposed particle.  Some attempt to place it theoretically with the likes of a
boson, or maybe a gluon and perhaps a photon.  Readers of this Bulletin already know that prematter
is a discussion which exists in the 5th epochal revelation as to their use, such as the prematter
ultimaton forming  preparticles.  The graviton does exist, but they are looking for it in the wrong

place to find it easily.  Fermilabs would
outdo itself if it could lift the corner of the
tent flaps of the controlling divine space
universe (no time) where gravitons line up
to get a force-field taxi into time as the
spectacular boson they thought they found
in CERN (European Council for Nuclear
Research) mass accelerator in 2012.  
Bosons do erupt out of Gravitons but in
the time-space areas, the boson is too large
to fit inside something like the CERN
apparatus and as a result their results are
derivative of a large boson nearly
decapitated and distorted badly.  Gravitons
can fly into the time sector but they are not
refurbished out of existence as bosons
usually, but they moree often  can

sometimes revert back to protons if pressure is sufficient to do so.  In the experiment shown above,
we were amused at the degree of work required to set this 2015 experiment up only to discover the
machinery quaked when it flew into a hyper drive situation and what collided inside of it was two
electrons which nearly blew the pace apart.  For that reasons this was the last experiment used until
better means of attracting the ghost particle called a graviton could be designed and used.  So far
nothing has replaced this.

The truth of the graviton is that it passes through tremendous heat before it gets to be a Boson, and
the Boson it often appears to us is the type of Boson announced years ago as trapped in the particle
accelerator mentioned above. [Magisterial Son Science Officer, Rayson: “We on high have never
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been entirely sure what Zurich had as the announced Boson discover in their accelerator net.  But
we are quite sure it was the result of a collision between the matriarch of all large premass, proton-
producing, quark called Charm by our recollection of your synestry of names flying around on your
planet.  Ron you need to quote the op of the Fermilab article, for it is funny while being quite serious
about why the cannot seem to find their version of the graviton.  Thank you.  Rayson.”] 

As requested we quote and excerpt of the Fermilabs article for the edification of all who may read
this:

https://www.fnal.gov/pub/today/archive/archive_2012/today12-10-19_NutshellReadMore.html

Science has not yet discovered the after-effects of Absolute Gravity at all, and for that reason I may
not say much about which permeate Absolute Gravity and has nothing to do  with the later appearing
LINEAR GRAVITY.  Linear gravity is a totally difference force and has no particles associated with
it, but when they find thegraviton, they found Absolute gravity out of the core of the Master Universe
using its true control function to hold the total shape of the Master Universe together.

The graviton is a discrete particle is  more like the photon shape and size which the graviton 
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emasculates if the photon gets too close to it.  Gravitons  appear sometimes as strange acting Bosons
which disappear before they can be measured.  The Unqualified Absolute has nothing directly to do
with their generation as for some strange reason it is the Deity Absolute which originates them. 

The graviton is responsible to provide the sticking power of large mass bodies to remain inflated,
for pure linear gravity influences can immobilize a planet like Jupiter without the appearance of
masses of Bosons-nee-graviton particles operating to maintain Jupiter’s shell surface from bending
inward as a convective implosion,  but our laboratories indicate that Jupiter itself is ready to either
become a minor star to ignite or to collapse in an orbit that does get too close to Monmatia, the name
of your sun on our star maps, and catch fire.  Linear gravity is present for examination always, but
gravitons remain hidden as ultimatons do in the other preparticles they associate with.

4  - Spirit Particles
These are more divine particles than mass-force waves in Infinity.  They exist at the pleasure of each
Creator Son and are processed through a Paradise clearing house for use on a planet for various
reasons to benefit the entire planet at one time.  They are miraculous but not individual miracle
producing as Jesus did on his Bestowal to Urantia in the first century AD.

An example of spirit particles at work is the remove of fluorine and chlorine from the planet’s
atmosphere.  Spirit particles are not discrete but are vector driven over the entire face of the planet 
when something needs to be done for the welfare of the planet.

5  - Interferon Particles
An Infinite paradigm exists in these particles as they emerge, not from Infinity, but from
Hyperinfinity.  Hyperinfinity is the source of free will.  It obviates the full control mechanisms of
Master Universe Infinity so that choices can be free formed, and not coerced as the editor 
complained about when the Supreme forced removal of computer files and to remove the self from
the activity.  Interferon particles cluster around free will to preserve its vitality and the editor was
bombarded with the interferon particles for weeks to slay the forcing issues of the Supreme from the
mind vectors the Supreme was supplying his mind.  Interferon particles also preserve matter.

Interferon Particles do not emit from Master Universe Infinity, but from associate Infinity patterns
alone resident in the Father Infinite as a Consummator of Universe Destiny.  These are not precepts
or foundations, but strains of future universe exertions to preserve the energy eternally for all future
use.  The first law of thermodynamics, also known as Law of Conservation of Energy, states that
energy can neither be created nor destroyed; energy can only be transferred or changed from one
form to another.  That is why Physics teachers tell students that elements of energy once apparent
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The Electron Is Being Formed

cannot be destroyed.  The Interferon Particles exist as the means for this to be true always. 

Interferon Particles help form electrons and all preparticle architectures

The Interferon particles even permeate the electron in order to form its sense of perpetuation either
as one form for future use; they dot not the ultimatons but what the ultimatons form.  If the electron
collides and is destroyed, the ultimatons reform another electron from the same energy.  Or other
ultimatons may come to the aid of the broken up electron and reconfigure the same energy and it now
powers either a future electron, or a future muon or maybe morph into  a neuron, all of which 
perpetuates that specific energy nodule to last that far into the future.

The Electron Is Being Formed:

³ The dark dots are Interferon

Particles which attach to formations of
preparticles and prepare the
preparticle for future Universe Age
use.

³  The light dots are ultimatons

forming the shape of the electron and
its properties.

The electron pictured above is not finished.  The white dots total 87 and are ultimatons beginning
to bond with the perpetuating black-dot  interferon particles attaching them first to a segregated area
of the electron form.  They will soon appear homogeneously as one on each beside each white dot
representing the visible ultimaton here.  The interferon particles participate in the lamentation of
ultimaton brownout tail or string and remain permanently attached to the side of each individual
ultimaton.    The white dot circular pattern in the inside center is the source aperture, an actual
ultimaton portal formed by a group of ultimatons now bonded together to keep the free flow of
energy into the latent electron flowing until completed.  They then seal off the portal when the
electron springs to life on its own.
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A Glossary of Field Equations (Einstein)

Calculating Pre-Material Forces of Infinity
EQUATION
We restate the Albert Einstein equation correcting for a constant influence correction inherent in
space to correctly predict the trajectory of light waves from its source to its conclusion.  This
equation holds one element in it which the Glossary is only interested in, and is not a rehash of what
it predicts, as the equation contains elements of what we need as vocabulary to discuss Master
Universe Infinity and relationships of what is absolute gravity brings them together, but then not
recognized by Einstein at the time.

The 1917 Einstein equation with its correction taking into account the Deity Absolute, as we know
it from the 5th epochal revelatory discourses, and to a certain extent, the Unqualified Absolute, is also
there  partially attributed in it as well for the same reason.  Since elements of this equation
demonstrate terms we demonstrate here:

This equation is meant to compensate equations which define the trajectory of light, its speed, and
its location within the elliptical confines of the interior of the Master Universe. Our particular
interest in this statement is the element: 

Absolute Gravity: What It Is and Why To Solve for It
(Lecture from the Master Force Organizers/Uversa)

The portion shown here of the equation is showing the mathematical construction of the force of
Absolute gravity on light rays through the Einstein Absolute which is calculated to be the constant
pressure which produces the  actual tension that space forces create on the photons passing through
the influence of Absolute Gravity.  

This is yet an unknown and it should be fairly stated that I am using, not my native intelligence on
this phase of the Paper, but the instructions of the Unqualified Absolute as represented by the Master
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Force organizers hailing from the peripheral Isle of Paradise.  I grant them full autonomy on our
behalf to characterize Absolute Gravity to make it perfectly clear to inquiring minds it s degree of 
force and must be reckoned with when taking interstellar trips, for instance man from earth to the
Mars adventures and discovery as proposed now today.

Quote From the Master Force Organizers
“Absolute gravity is not linear gravity.  Linear gravity is the result of
two gravitational masses which reflect their weight mass together
with their trajectories of orbital spin around other objects of like
gravity reflection.  Absolute gravity is a control force and not a vector
force, and as such must be calculated as Einstein did, and that is
through the idea of the reflection of change produced on light
particles, the photon, as they pass through a linear gravitational field
and as they replete themselves in relationship to Absolute gravity
thought to be light passing a spectral change, but in fact is light
passing through the field of gravity designated as central control
Absolute gravity as defined here.

“Absolute gravity is non-essential in its performance, but when
universe travel is projected, it must also be taken into account.

“For that reason the trajectory that NASA is projecting to man’s first
trip to Mars has a flaw of projection in it that can and will cost the life
of astronauts not ready to live a hundred years to actually deliver their
weight mass to the planet Mars incognito.  We say this because rocket
ships currently used to project materials off the planet, are also
subject to Absolute gravity due to the fact they are made of elemental
materials.  If they were of what you call the UFO materials, which are
not metals but fabrications of a type of dust that is not available on
earth here, UFO’s are not subject to Absolute gravity as your space
ships are.

“For that reasons, a rocket from earth needs to be annealed with
liquid nitrogen substrate, an actual ion of nitrogen, to prevent oxygen
leaks from its sections to contaminate Mars, which holds no real
oxygen molecule, but an ion of hydrogen that appears to be an
atmosphere and detected by your lab satellites as hydrogen peroxide
but is actually O5, and as a substrate ion of H2 hydrogen, will cause
lethal corrosion on the surface of the return space ship.  We cannot
imagine that NASA does not know this but they do not.
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“Furthermore, the entire metal exterior of the proposed landing craft
is made with titanium and coated with a gravity resisting oxy-chlorine
that will result in permutations of Chloric Acid and erode all
electronic sensors into unuseable units to communicate with earth. 
This contraption is slated for initial discovery in about one year from
now and as such must be stopped before it develops further.  The
Science Officer, who is Magisterial Son 4131325143, must advise
NASA somehow before they lift off with life on it, regardless of the
species,  as it will kill the travelers that their presently designed space
capsule,  before it is halfway to Mars,  due to the infiltration of small
particles of titanium which sluff off in long space travel and are never
detected by machine sensors as that to be happening, will cause
further corrosion of the capsule itself.   Long space voyages over
500,000 miles from earth (five hundred thousand) are not immune to
Absolute gravity or immune to the deterioration of cladding of metal
sheets of  material making up the life sustaining capsules used to
transport man to other planets for discovery.  Deterioration of clad
materials is from two causes:

“ 1 - the length of journey through punishing ultraviolet rays;
2 - the lack of coatings which destroy space rust from

forming.

“Space rust occurs when metal elements get exposed to the
crustations of space debris on the outer collar of atomic metals which
causes its atoms and its outer shield of orbiting electrons to be 
sheered off.  The result is a brownish coat over the capsule materials
themselves and they cannot sustain atmospheric pressures, whatever
they may be made of, and now start to peel off and  break off rather
than just rust off.  For this reason the astronauts must not take the
Mars Lander trip in the capsule prepared for them now.

[We are Master Force Organizer number 312313,with Master
Force Organizer 314321 and Master Force Organizer 313415, at
your service.]
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The Haileson:

The Pre-Mass Energy Which  Forms The Drawing Power of  Absolute Gravity

The Haileson is not linear gravity or anything close to linear gravity.  Gravitons reflect its effects,
and  we must also state that Gravitons are not what establishes Absolute Gravity; they are gravity
related only because they are needed to keep larger objects to their shape and mass integrity.   Linear
gravity has no particle associated with the phenomenon of mass attraction of smaller objects to larger
objects.  What establishes the operations of Absolute Gravity is the Haileson and the Graviton is a
poor cousin to this application.  Gravitons are premass too, but they are effectively outsized by the
Haileson due to the fact that the Haileson is so rare to find even in the divine-control universe it is
hard to find for examination, yet its energy abounds all over creation and is the stricture through
which the Gravitons travel into time space itself.  For that reason Einstein flew into a rage over
Planck depicting his constant in this equation as useless detail.  Einstein of course did not know what
he was figuring but the Haileson can be measured even in time and space and that constant known
as the Planck Constant is further depicted in the divine universe as a slow witted character of such
use it had to be discovered even by the divine as the useful premass particle that needed to have
universal implications.  And so it did, for the Boson experiment at CERN did find the Boson, but
a damaged one, and the Haileson associated with it crushed itself to death inside the metallic tube
half way down the accelerator and filed for oblivion by becoming the mass of a spectacular neuron
we never saw before and to this day still think man is an idiot but he sure can find things to look at
even from the highest spheres of policy and application of modest overcontrol. 

The Haileson  contains the ultraviolet necessity of pre-gravity and bundles gravitons for delivery in
time space more than they should as they are pushed out and  exude into space from Paradise as the
energy of Absolute gravity control of Master Universe shape and definition.  It also contains the
materialization directions or codes for space gases and other molecular gas materials to read so as
to help them cohere enough to form  discreet shapes such as in view of the Horsehead Nebula and
the Flame  and all of its great colors and drama.  These shaping codes are embossed by and  take
origin with the Paradise Trinity and predate (as pre absolute gravity), the entire Master Universe
itseslf by trillions of earth years.  For this reason the “G” in this equation is doubly important as
Einstein derives a value for “G” as 0.006549.

In actual fact that value is slightly too much as the real value we use in the spiritual realm to compute
light trajectories of light facing G (absolute and linear gravity combined) is 0.006541.  Over vast
distances 1 millionth of a decimal error equates to millions of miles in distant galaxies and their light
extrusions.
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The Meaning of Tuv in the Equation

 The use of “T” in equations used by physicists is an obscure word called TENSOR.  This one really
needs to be defined to understand what it could possibly mean.  It is a symbol to calculate the
distance from one source to another source; i.e., from it beginning to its end.  The little subscript
symbols in this equation refer to the placement of the beginning or its light source to be always stated
as the number 1.   Eienstein’s friend and contemporary, complained to Einstein that the constant
force he was computing was so small that the equation use of the “T” value to be always the number
1 and not bother with such an extremely small correction.  Later, Einstein agreed and started using
the number 1 but physicists today go back to the 1917 intention to use the full but small correction
due to the immense distances our space probes now use.

Tensors always relate to the inner relationship of an originating source and where the energy ends
as it is absorb or is broken down into other kinds of energy.  The “T” in this equation is meant to
show just how little the world we live on is taken into consideration as its objective is to raise souls
and not produce thinkers as we have here or as an Einstein is still considered today.  For that reason
the Tensor equation is a good example of how man can throw a good intention into doubt for any
Tensor requires knowing the sources in accurate distance from earth and the distance the object
where light becomes absorbed.  In neither case does T become very accurated except over vast
distances, then it becomes essential to calculate using the original value Einstein gives it.

The Meaning of C4 in the Equation

“C” in any Einstein equation always relates to the speed of light.  That is what it means here and
since the speed of light is a constant (so he thought) it is always squared twice.  The speed of light
is generally accepted as 186,282 miles per second, but the vacuum of space is slightly tensioned by
the Deity Absolute, so therefore the speed of light around Urantia (earth) is slightly less at 186,142
miles per second, and that is due to all the space dust surround our planet due to a nova explosion
nine thousand light years fro earth about 1680 of the star Cassiopeia in our Milky Way.  That
explosion terrified several Planetary Systems and about one hundred thousand inhabited planets
lying outside the Milky Way star stream.  For that reason light is still obscured due Cassiopeia being
a sun for several hundred inhabited planets in the Local Universe of Casapiea. 

While the Einstein Field Equation number 46 and number 47 address “G” and “C” in them we
considered printing them and explaining just what he did compute, and as it turns out, they were
meant to assign the use of light as a medium of distraction not for physicists, but today they are not
used except in derivative form, and we prefer to discuss otherwise another day. 
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ELECTROMAGNETISM AND INFINITY

We must strike a balance between a description of Infinity in the Master Universe and how we
perceive its appearance both as Infinity and as qualified in the material realm of life.  The vectors
for electromagnetism originate within Infinity; the sparks those vectors set off are redundant as
vectors, but trigger the phenomenon of crackling energy spikes called lightning which are proof that
the planetary core is well connected to the surface of the planet and can makes itself known through
volcanism easily if it chose to, but as lightning without any choice to do so.  The earth’s core though
has a major problem, and this is because it has changed polarity and started changing well before the
north pole was discovered by Robert Peary in 1909.  The earth core was once all ferrite and molten
at over 30 million degrees centigrade.  In 2020, in the month of November, an expedition was sent
out by Salvington (local divine administration capital)to determine its health and the report back
suggests that earth may have an axis tilt in its future, as the core is off center and rapidly reheating
well over the temperature of the surface of the sun. 

Electromagnetism is a phenomenon which carries two primary concerns:
1 - It is without a special relativity;
2 - It is within the scope of all inhabited planets; uninhabited planets do not have electromagnetism,
but exceptions are plentiful such as on the moons of Jupiter and even Saturn has an active moon in
this regard and uninhabited.

We define some observations by saying:
1 - Not all electrical discharges, and that includes the appearance of what looks like lightning, is a
sign of electromagnetism;
2 - Electromagnetic sensors in electromagnetism carry both positive or negative charges depending
on whether the earth itself is the ground, or the core is being used as the ground.  If the core is being
used as the ground for the discharge, the lightning bolt is actually a positive charge of muons and
not electrons. Muon lightning bolts are  highly dangerous, even more so that the negatively charged
electron bolt, and that is because muons travel in straight lines and can burn out the metallic core of
transmission lines between towers; electrons follow the course of least resistance and have not the
effect of a straight line arrow shot of the muon.  Muon strikes are much more a rare phenomenon,
as they reference the earth’s metallic core, and as such burn hotter than a mere electron discharge
from earth to the clouds of positive moisture in the sky.

For future reference understand that electromagnetism on earth (Urantia) is without a flux.  Most
inhabited planets have the flux associated with their electromagnetism.  The flux is a special type
of Ultimaton that has blue plasma rods, but earth (Urantia) is not normal and its electromagnetic 
discharges are pulsed from abnormal red rod plasma ultimatons.  Such red rod ultimatons exhibit
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Electromagnetic reaction to a thermonuclear bomb
releasing in the after strike trillions of magnetic
ultimatons with red plasma rods replacing normal
blue plasma rod ultimatons in earth’s atmosphere.

extreme danger around or near electromagnetic discharges.  In fact Urantia is still under the Qualified
Absolute when it comes to its extreme weather discharges as the electromagnetism on earth is so
tempered with radioactive elements with the electromagnetic force determining how strong or violent 
energy must be used to satisfy the tensions building up inside the earth core.  

 For that reason Urantia must be placed under
the umbrella of severe issuance of neutrinos to
comprehend how the atmosphere is prevented
from catching fire entirely.  Neutrino
bombardment provides the Power Directors
the data about earth conditions as
communicated to Power Director laboratories 
in space headquarters by reading neutrino
bounce rates; i.e..  how quickly a neutrino
returns to space once tagged and calculated for
its return trajectory.

Electromagnetism is not a subject kindly
regarded by the authorities on Paradise either, 
which is the originating research center for
this kind of measurement and is the   seat of
Infinite promulgation to the extent Infinity

may influence certain material planets at all.  The Isle of Paradise is the central gravity (absolute
)control mechanism of the Master Universe and those labs are always searching for electrical
mischief and gravity out of control in large galaxies. 
 
Electrical storms on earth proceed with vigor when updrafts up swell large amounts of water vapor
into the upper or nether regions of space over 25,000 feet.  Over 30,000 feet they become so violent
they become what our weather forecasters call supercells.   Any supercell is equivalent to about a
one megaton nuclear bomb if its energy were coalesced into focus on one spot on earth to discharge
it.  Electromagnetism should control this energy but it cannot when man has so fooled with
radioactive material that radium forces these cells to leave a path of destruction by cross winds
twisting into the column forming vicious tornadoes over an F3 categories easily.

For that reason epochal revelation defers revealing the true nature of electromagnetism for this
period of growth on Urantia, and may never reveal its nature to unscientific generals and war
machines that can use its principles to make awesome weapons even more lethal than a hydrogen
bomb. 
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We also state this:

Electromagnetism is essentially based in its principles on the origin of life and that is so sacred it
must be revealed no planet in the entire Local Universe of Nebadon (3.8 million of them) have what
Urantia has as stated in this particular Paper concerning the red rod ultimatons forcing the
electromagnetic source (the earth core) to repeal normal energy reactions so much so this earth
cannot breathe a sigh of relief even after a violent thunderstorm as the tensions build up immediately
and constant discharges must follow.   Electromagnetism is replete in its existence based on the
principle not of electrical phenomena but on the life principle, which if the life principle were a
pyramid, the top of it would be God, as it always appears and forms around a Godhead, and not an
earth core, but Deity places the focus back on the core to simplify control issues.  

The LOCATION Of INFINITY
Aan Examination of the Source Application of Infinity in the Master Universe

 
We must abide in the real idea that location refers to a coordinate in  material universe ways.   
However, in Infinity, location exists not as a coordinate factor but as an equation of light and dark,
and therefore finding Infinity operations has to be identified through contrasting presences.  I used
the term light and dark above to give your minds the idea of contrast as shade and sunlight even.  But
that is visual; the contracts lamps are not to say Infinity is visual to find at all, but it is a generator
of contrast such as a visual suggests to a material mind we all posses here.

I have provided a graphic of lamps on the street where it has gotten foggy.  It is not the fog that we
want to emphasize but we want the reader to see the soft and wide cast glow that comes from these
lamps which, thanks to the fog, shows a wide circle of diffused light beneath them.

Analogy of the Concept Lamps 
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Infinite applications operate in much the same manner.  The true concept is the bright center of the
light where its bulb is.  Everything else gets muted and diffused around its influence in this picture. 
Infinity hardly ever is applicable to the bright contract of center to glow, but it can be that way if the
center is so carefully constructed it must predominate over the less difficult applications out of the
resulting glow below its bulb in fog.

The Frightening Development of 
Diminishing Infinite Concept Lamp Usages on Earth (Urantia)

Statements of The Deity of Proposed Earth Changes 

For that reason I choose to speak further with this with the Deity of a classification I doubt my reader
will easily identify with creation, and it calls itself the “The Work of God When All Else Fails -
Deity.”  What a bodacious way to speak of a title, but we are being direct with all here when we
speak to the fact about this planet as being on its last legs for being reassigned to the triage of repair
necessary to make it live normal again.  This Paper is not supposed to get into moral;oty,. But we
do here when we explain that earth as we call Urantia now, is without the keen intellectual edge it
once held for hundreds and even thousands of years in the past.  Mostly that is because of endless
and ceaseless war, but it is not all that is wrong with it.  There has grown up a proliferation of a sub-
human species on the planet contaminating the human gene pool to the point it will cause the entire
human species to fail if it goes too much further.  People are born on Urantia with a bicameral mind,
but that mind has been suffuses with inbreeding to the point it no longer is fully functional for mind
use and clarity.  The sub-species on Urantia today is appearing as fully human but no longer has a
brain stem, and it is not longer indwelt by the spirit of God whatsoever.  It has no real thought either,
and it must be relegated meanial tasks to earn its keep or it dies young not but depends on constanct
charity to survive.  Such an animal is highly creative in obtaining charity but it procreates so rapidly
it soon overwhelms normal development and care, it becomes a drag on the community to the point
the community just collapses.

For that reason the vectors and other controls of Infinity in our Master Universe are becoming
obsolete rapidly as they have no Urantia constituency to apply to and for that reason they must be
eliminated wholesale by the Creator of, not animals, but humans and other sons of God as well.

The Concept Lampst as the author has prepared this section work well on most other human planets. 
But for Urantia, your earth, there is scant reason to believe we need to maintain concepts meant for
a fully human population alone.  I am the Deity who is sent to a planet like I just described, and for
that reason we truncate this discussion on the Concept Lamps for now.  Your author points out that
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Infinity as far as location is concerned is in the Absolutes of the Circle of Infinity and is mostly the
result of the will of God as it chooses to rectify how the Master Universes accesses the means for
Infinity usages even to the material level.

For that reason we let this part of the discussion here to proceed, as it is the most salient discussion
of Infinity I have ever found in the material universe of humans.  However, that said, is is far short
of waht it should be simply because your author and editor is still in material form.   However, we
must correct nothing further, and state that the real problem in getting a Bulletin out like this one is,
is that the audience is not abstract but poorly claimed for its role as readers and doers of any epochal
revelation and not just the 5th epochal revelation most of you know about.

“Urantia is falling further and further behind as a human repository for soul production, as soul
production requires at least three distinct basic appearances for a soul to be useful as it is produced. 
Those points are: 1 - no one has the right to truncate soul growth on their own, but Urantian
populations are doing that;   2 - no one has a right to redistribute humans to the point entire countries
are emptied out in mass migrations, yet Urantia populations are doing that in Africa and Central
America;   3 - no one needs to understand that soul growth has to have a good mind to start them and
raise them, and Urantian populations are reducing intelligence by constantly seeking enertainment
and refusing to meet adult responsinilities in the billions.  I have stated these easily, but the ofrces
in Infinity are practicing self protective reactions by cleansing the normal mind back and removing
the intelligent in order to prevent the entirity of this planet to survive at all.

For that reason, the Universal Father sent the Deity who are the last resort appeals to save a planet
being totally removed from the list of spheres which are inhabited by God-knowing creatures.  I am
not a pretty picture in my means to save this planet very well, but so long as there are a few who
insist the place is worth saving, we persist with them. 

“The Concept Lamps are useful on a normal world, and Ron here uses it as a way to instruct the
readership just how Infinity may not have a geographic location, but it is still present as influenctial
light contrasts in which one of you may enter into the presence of its concept well or diffused and
partake of that effect.  However, more and more the conceptual basis, even for readers of the Urantia
Papers, is contracting from a once full circle to the uneven shape of dissolution.  I predict that the
5th epochal revelation fails further if we do not quickly revoke the present civilization, and begin a
total new restart to the human education as what it is to be a son of God, and to raise children
normally again. 

Whatever the case, the truth is that we must start culling places on this planet which cannot sustain
themselves without creating mayhem and war and death.  That makes the job even harder and for
reasons already stated, this Editor is ready to call those people who stormed the Capital of the United
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States legislative assemblies as not belonging to his country at all or ever, and about sixteen percent
of them are subhuman, having no brain stem and little sense of right and wrong.

We conclude this lesson with the idea that all that ever could be is gone for most Urantians, as they
have allowed the minimal creature overwhelm them completely and for that reason they have aided
and abetted the worst to survive and live off the labor of those who are truly human yet on Urantia. 
I leave the rest of this section then to your author here to decide what next to do.  Thank you.  I am
RA, the Deity spokesman for the last chance given to survive the end of this world once so proudly
the home of Jesus of Nazareth.

The Process That Originated Reality
Will Obliges & Creation Follows

That we must obey creative will power is not open to discussion, but those who remain on Urantia
during what will be a phase of universal sufferage not longer, but of universe declensions of past,
present, and future descriptions of life reviewing its revisions too, we turn back to understand what
happened to make sure reality, of the normal kind and not of what has been happening here on this
planet, operated with a clear means to have it move fully and easily as change continuously happens. 

Urantia is losing the battle to be coherently organized too, and for that reason, perhaps, studies about
Infinity seem to be the least important of essential studies to right the planetary situation at least to
the point we are not dealing with constant emergencies of the kind that force the idea of death so
often on us. But I also contend that if  one is interested to foresee why this study has an impact on
the future and some of the present, then we stand as one of the reasons we should receive the
emergency help of the Deity of Proposed Earth Changes, and at once.  I continue then to indicate
how reality became an issue, first for causes, then for selection, then by design, and finally, as the
present concept of the moral and Infinite Master Universe.

To do this for you, we ought to show how Deity managed to propose how things should relate to all
created life that can know God.  Animals cannot.  A few can sense extra perceptive reality but in
total they cannot, but man is a spiritual creature at last, and as such is subject to the family of God
as to belong even as he may know that not.  WE then require a discussion about some theory as to
how all of this you call the universe and you happened.

We begin with the term Absolute, since it is the critical word in so much of this revised view of the
cosmos that epochal revelation brings to our minds.

We must advise that the term “Absolute” is defined in the context that they are multiple but of like
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nature and  exist as a  derivative within the idea of Infinity itself.  The Master Universe is a plan at
first  which first took place outside of present infinity of the Master Universe.  That plan was
obligated at the insistence of the I AM, and the strategy was to select the concept to install the way
to control what Infinity produces.   Let us examine that:

God, as I AM, (before He was Father) selected groups of concepts to install in a future universe that 
which would condition the idea of how and the means to live in that universe.   Each concept is an
Absolute in our vocabulary; the totality of concepts is Infinity.  The term Reality is used to recognize 
certain things are, and other things are not.

There are two big reality holding bins on the wall of the Infinity workshop and that is to separate and 
classify what type of  reality one is dealing with.  One bin holds everything conceptually to do with
life and life giving forces that go with it.  That bin is labeled Deified reality.  The other bin which
rock collectors love and rocket scientists get shivers over is material reality.  That which is an object
of some sort and never is alive is called undeified reality.

There is only one thing superior to Infinity, even as how it is understood today, and that is the
amazing ability of the Deified Reality to use will to control both bins of the types of reality
designations.  Will is actually ancestral to Infinity and is the source of creative invention which
places the reader and myself into a Master Universe wondering how we got here sometimes.  Think
about this: will invents uses.  Will, the self-taught selector of choices about how to act and what to
do and when to do it, is an inventor of solutions.  The Master Universe, if one looks at it in the
simplest of ways, is an invention of will, and all inventions are mechanized systems that do
something, something automatically, and some things with careful custom regard of will intelligence. 
The IBM computer, the PC, is a mini Master Universe introduced to the world on August 12, 1981,
and the invention of minds applying the will to have something everybody can use to compute many
marvelous things.  Of course when Deity is involved, they could make the PC alive and promote it
to a Master Universe of choices too.  But the Infinite God animates the Deified as living entities like
you and I that still can outdo a brilliant PC without having to turn ourselves on to do it.  God’s will
is no automaton either although sometimes it seems major forces are so predictable we just ignore
their presences as choices but dependable operating as day follows night.

But what process did I AM come to define reality that is the Master Universe?   There was no Master
Universe when I AM started, and we surmise he knew perfectly well what a Master Universe should
be and do.  Nor did the First Source and Center have a fully developed Master Universe until he set
up functional entities to run parts of the reality of the Master Universe.  I AM had the capacity to
arrange conceptual Infinity and most likely self-willed the elements of Infinity into place.  The First
Source and Center made actual operations possible.  Only when the first two roles of the  activated
and personal majesty of the I AM as the First Source and Center became the Father, did we have the
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shape and the extent of the Master Universe in existence. 

 I AM just is and still is but other phases grew up over I AM to become the First Source and Center,
then God as Father.  Few of us recognize that God does not have to be of Infinity, but God without
Infinity is impossible, and then must God always be part of existential Deity, as well as sub-absolute
Deity to make God the universal  God of All regardless of sub-infinite conditions.   Existential will
decided it, the Deity Absolute precast  the Universal God to be everywhere even in new space areas,
and Father actualizes purpose under the Deified laws of life everywhere.    

In the beginning, before there was a Father, the First Source and Center also made preparations to
determine that He would share all ideas about life and secure its reality permanently.  Uncaused
Causes are naturally sharing and in this case, the Father-to-be approached how to do that by dividing
Infinity into reality departments of discrete functions.  In other words he created Infinity departments
and told us who would run them as a later appearing audience who enjoy revelation.  

The term or word  “functional,” means what?  It means to name who does what in the Master
Universe to have it run successfully.  If one is going to invent a projected Master Universe of Infinite
proportions, then such future Officers have to be Officials of Infinite proportions, and so they would
become his Infinite Coordinates as managers and controllers of all that could be.   Functional Infinity
is and has to be Trinitarian in its scope if functional departments are to be delegated to Coordinate
Beings.  The First Source and Center had three major divisions in mind to run: Spirit and spirit
development; assignment of personal beings to live in the creation; and someone to see that all these
concepts and ideas were placed into a  regular order, or schedule if you will, that all departments got
it done perfectly.  Hence for Spirit the Eternal Son was promulgated; the Father Himself provided
purpose and unique personalization of each participant in that purpose; and finally the Infinite Spirit 
to see to the schedule of work to be accomplished in an Infinity of Perfect for a projected perfect
master Universe.

I note some events we hold sacred appeared as a consequence of this plan, and that is when the
Infinite Coordinates appeared, the First Source and Center became a Father to life, and He became
an Infinite Controller to all matter and things needing to be kept under control to prevent material
chaos from happening.

As intelligent readers you realize that matter and life were one in the I AM, but they did not appear
in the I AM.  Nor did they appear as or with the First Source and Center, and when they did appear
from the potential of the I AM and the First Source, life and matter appeared separated.  I suggest
this is rational management and the Coordinates agree, for even the Father prefers co-captains of a
specialist nature to help run the Master Universe of State at his side.
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The Father remains Infinite as the first and only un-caused cause thanks to his functional role as a
Consummator of Universe Destiny, who divides the universe functions into the Deified and the
undeified reality of existences, and chooses to separate what already is existing now from what ever
else could exist in the future, and that he relegated to His Infinite managers we never see or hear
about as His living Coordinates for future life and inventions.   

Such is  not mentioned in scripture ever, since to do so would confuse early thinking badly, as the
concept of language tenses did not appear  well into the 5th century AD in European thinkers like
Augustine, and even then language could hardly have spoken to the idea of One God controlling that
which is not yet.  

Only modern thinking allows man to consider that his language must refer to “when” something
happens and is reasonably true.  Our modern commercial offices operate on it for projects to be done
on future schedules and sales with future deliveries.  Parts of Infinity are dedicated to this idea of 
future schedules and inventions as potential of what creature life and times will bring as a future

existence, and that these future maturities of
becoming something  else, it was the Infinite will
that   actually foresaw that to learn by sequential
steps, we could see steps not yet taken and these
would be potential things to achieve. For that reason
entirely, God in Infinity brought into existence  three 
other residential Deities we never see or hear about
until Einstein stumbled over them for they  are
powers behind the actuality of the Father to predict
things.  Welcome to the Absolutes of Potential, and
our mathematician Einstein found them hiding
behind universe material phenomenon and called
them something relativity, never quite sure why they
did what they did.

In the theory of relativity by Einstein, Einstein
suggests the cosmos is laced with transcendental
powers that push and pull on the fabric of
materiality in such force they have to be quantified
if you or a mathematician wishes to view actual
living conditions in deep space and even in  earth’s
back yard.  Transcendental is a term redefined when
speaking about Infinity, as those forces are
preternatural forces which are the overcontrol of
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natural time-space laws which control the extent of violent or missing of Mother Nature’s behavior. 
As violent as this may seem to earthlings, they could be much worse without the Absolutes of
Potential reigning them in through the appearance of Transcendental  controls on everything from
our weather to our use of fire fighting intrigues of aircraft coming in so low over raging fires and
deathly forces they have no idea they are combating.

It is slightly ironic that a German technician called Einstein uncovered these things before he
understood that God the Father was an actual mystery energy in the mind that actually indwelt his
intellect, as God the Father  does for all with normal minds (I will not be drawn into what is normal),
and I suspect actually helped Einstein squeeze his forehead and blink his eyes as he lay awake at
night wonder what the dickens was going on with light these days!  I have talked about Photons
already, as those are  the little miracle particles that dropped the answer in Eienstein’s lap when the
burst of light from the destruction of Cassiopeia, having blown up light years from earth, could not
get its nova light emission to earth  as early as Einstein felt it should have arrived.  His analysis about
why that light was tardy led to that famous equation and which, I might add, lit up on a building in
southeast Asia in celebration of their New Year in 2005.

  The First source and Center permeates even the time space area with super energies which can
control the limitations of time experiments by forcing man and angel to learn universe laws of
operation.  Those limiting presences are called transcendental sources and they are math constants
in time and space and are highly predictable, but seem to have no discrete source.  Well they do, but
they are not linear but cryptomatic in placement.

While I am at it, if any physicists read this Paper, the idea of quantum mechanics is a fine idea, but
I do have a little connection to the actual presence of the sill living Einstein, for he is now a star
student on our galactic headquarters in one of their universities where he also teacher science to other
than humans who never got the idea science is revelational too.  

Alfred Einstein spoke briefly to me a little upset his work is being used to bolster so-called “string
theory,” and says if you must deal with this idea at least give credit to Max Planck.  It was he in 1926
or ‘27 who called the whole matter of atomic cohesion a joke if you had to take into account that
every atom has a quirk called a fat neutron plague where every time a neutron falls out another takes
it place.   What actually happens is it is the same neutron, but has one less ultimaton and weighs just
a little less and floats into use better in the neutron dominated nucleus.  There is no string.  There are
only transpositions.

The  Circle of Infinity is replete with all seven Absolutes are finally all accounted for now and let
me say to you  they need a bit of definition to understand all seven functional divisions in Infinity. 
To do that we need to look at the Absolutes of Potential in addition to the Absolute of Actuality,
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which is an unfamiliar designation given to the Father, Son, and Spirit who all operated in the
presence of the Isle of Paradise (absolute materialization location) which neither religion or science
is familiar with except in similes of Biblical terms, and science should now take note for since the
Isle of Paradise is something one lives on in perfection, it represents fully automatic absolute gravity
which entirely subjects the Master Universe under its absolute gravity control.

Intervening Transcendental Reality Buffers Infinity from Direct Time Contact (Mostly) 

No one on earth realizes that the Master Universe so exquisitely studied by earth science has a filter
reality to keep Infinity from spilling over into time control and thereby ruin the time experiment to
understand what it means to learn by sequential sourcing of real letter of experience.  Paradise
prefers to refer to this reality as the transcendental buffer to keep time segregated from sudden
rupture to be taken out of existence if Infinity concepts leak into the slow way to learn.   Actually
the Transcendental has sub realities in it all without time but also all with space including a Paradise
name for the biggest part of transcendental work they designate as Absonite.

 Absonite reality preconditions time by forcing time to recognize limits it otherwise would ignore
such as floating cities into the stratosphere, or water that flows uphill.  Gravity in the no time
universes does allow liquids to flow uphill in sciences that the natives of Absonite grandeur use in
their sciences.  I am familiar with some aspects of the Absonite and the biggest challenge for we time
being to understand it at all is, all Absonite cultures follows what happens in time, and then remotion
time solutions to retrial them again to see if they can get even more solutions and better solutions
out of what we have achieved as time  beings.  The Absonite has its own motions of programs and
perfections, but it relies on time to identify big challenge to life and gets to work on modifying what
we did and adding a complete remake of our solutions to the record.  

Understand that Infinity preconditions the transcendental themselves of which the Absonite belongs
to.  The reader should understand that Infinity itself never touches the time creations and uses the
transcendental as a limitation of action to prevent chaotic and runaway material accidents from
destroying experiential reality.  This is the universe Age of Experience regardless of which reality
one is brought into to lead a life for future perfection in service to Paradise.  And the policy makers
are satisfied to condition time through transcendental overcontrol of ultimate reactive situations
which intervene between the black abstractions of Infinity and the blue-sky creation of an earth.  

I am not especially interested in showing this area of habitation which an epochal revelation calls
that civilization of transcendentals  somewhere  as being what we designate the Absonite in the
above discussion; however, please understand that the Absonite is also without time as is Infinity,
and Infinity even deals without space to add insult to time creature injury to obtain understanding
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of these outlying realiteis so important but so hard to grasp. 

The reader including myself is forced into time and space by birth and then forced to get out
meanings through the filtering and the sieve of our minds which the brain cells are protoplasmic
carbonized gristle which limits everthing we do and achieve through sequential steps. Sequence style
language then gets to be used to explain noting it knows as a  language for no time or no space
existences.  The transcendental Absonite realities abound near the center of the divine no-space
Paradise complex, but even they have to force concepts out of languages they use to explain non-
experiential spaceless existences on Paradise itself. Einstein got all excited about and upset the entire
world of theorists to point to force vectors which emanate as a shimmer of heat of Paradise control
so remote time does not allow it possible; that is, until light and gravity do magic tricks so often.

Einstein met the Deity Absolute in his Field Equations, and particularly in Field Equation numbers
45 through 48.  He  was also introduced to the Unqualified Absolute, as I was too, when I  worked 
with a Doctor Ilok in Washington DC in the late 1970's learning how to grind the carbon atom to
molecular levels without blowing the place up.  Carbon 12 is stable; carbon 4 is so explosive it can
exceed the atom bomb in power. That is the secret of the Unqualified Absolute too, an It  is an
Absolute of Potential which supplies peaceful, fresh and new energy to the Master Universe.

To finish this trio of Potentials, there is the Universal Absolute, and it is our belief that Einstein
never met this one, as it is a Circle of Infinity family member which conditions the Unqualified and
the Deity Absolute so as life is not overwhelmed with material energies and that material energies
get well established to provide life a place to live and use.  If balance were a teeter toter, it is the
Universal Absolute which is the fulcrum upon which the long board sits and weighs one ride on
either end of that board against the other.  That is the Universal Absolute and it does contribute
might things to Infinity and the Absonite but such a subject lies beyond the Paper.

The Sub-Absolute Space Creations and Its Infinite Reflection:
A Cosmology To Be Developed 

We now have completed a general statement concerning the Deity and God relationship to Infinity,
and now how Infinity manages time and space through transcendental presences of sub-infinite
controls too.  Once we view the work of the Creator Sons of sub-absolute materiality of time and
space, we are suddenly face to face  with we humans  direct Creator through the lens of human spirit-
pattern grants and procreation assembly.  

That also is where we meet our friend Einstein who  dealt  with the laws and performances of time
and space from an earth perspective while he lived here.  We are, obviously, while living in time not
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Infinite either and sometimes so purely material we act against our own interests and without a
sustaining happiness to process a material life.  Such unhappiness can be the result of not being
taught life  principles of value which in turn would allow respect for others and the consciousness
of the grace of underlying divine reality.  Much can be explained if all would take into consideration
that mind does plan us.  Mind does operate us, and since it is mind doing all of this, mind can
confound mortal logic egregiously.  Our own mortal relationships between our own minds are so
poorly understood we do not understand why some do the things we live with. 

Add perfect mind with purposes that lie out of the Master Universe itself, and we can rely on its
stability and dependability, but we cannot rely on its essential planning which results in co-
association of the human one far distant day with the idea of Infinity itself as part of OUR lives too. 
By then our sciences are perfected, but not until there is a cosmology present which fully integrates
human mind and the divine with the laws of the material universe and the divine universe do we
have a chance to understand energy and its behavior patterns which get whipped around like straw
in the wind whenthe Absolutes of Infinity must make Master Universe adjustments.

The Ministry of God; The Policy of Deity

Quote from the Deity of the Creator Son of our Own Making:
“I am a Creator Son, and I am sub-absolute in my work in time and
space, but I am fully advised that the existential Deity called Father,
is fully Infinite as well as terrestrially cognizant and while they are
recognized on this material planet as the sons of God, ( i.e., the little
sons of God), we must also allows that the Bestowal Sons of God are
recreationally present all the time in spite of their distance from
personal presence on the earth or in the air.  For that reason
understand that God is a term you all use but without reservation
considering the term God means something different than Deity, and
while this Paper explains the difference, it carries no credentials as to
why the ministry of spirit may be called God, and the policy
producing mechanisms are Deity.  The simple reason is that God
holds all dear and personal and Deity holds no person at bay at all but
as groups only.  That is why Deity is Trinity, and why Father is God,
although the Father plays a role in both.

“For that reason I conclude this Paper on Master Universe Infinity as
a trial to begin understanding just how Infinity actually plays its part
even on a sequestered world like this one.  While I have many
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mansions where I live and work, this planet is so unique we must care
to make sure that when we introduce a concept like Infinity,  that it
has real meaning, and this bulletin does very well.  However, it tends
to be technical more than ministerial, and for some that is so hard to
fathom, few never really want to embrace that part of it.  Infinity is
truly both, but it takes actual calculations to understand how you and
I take the heat of Infinity to actually say is works with us too.

“Meanwhile, we are ready to spend a moment in time to bring some
ministry to the idea of Infinity too, and for that reason we state that
Jesus Himself is ready to teach some of this too, as His return is
nascent and prepared to make a huge difference shortly.  The writer
of this document is well heeled in seeing to it that the Jesus return is
well attended by humans to help out, and while no Apostles are
required, security and social well being are needed too.  For that
reason we must stand tall and let all others know that we are securing
a deal in matter to make the Jesus return palpable to those who are
not of the Christian faith, and for that reason not all that Jesus says
will be in accordance with Biblical scripture.

“Finally, let it be known that this Paper called Bulletin 23, is
sanctioned on high as truthful and contains the requisite references to
trace it back to the Deity Absolute Itself, and to the Unqualified
Absolute Itself, to make it palpable as a learning tool for even well
placed spirit who never heard of some of the concepts this author
brought to bear on it for your reading as well.

“Last but not least, we need to understand that there is no ministry in
Infinity.  Infinity deals with concept and not smoothing ruffled
feathers of sentimentality or even grief, but it must stand tall and
ready to be adopted as a force in everyday life again, as it was in the
days of Aristotle and Plato centuries before th birth of Christ. 
However, we all know that the entire matter is moot so long as there
is no Paper available to talk about Infinity, and this Paper is a grand
start to do that.

“For that reason we sign off now and let the Infinite One speak, as the
character of fate is ready to speak easily through a human who knows
how to do these things and never winces one moment of being tired
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by it or anything else in an altered state, but speaks directly as thought
he was having a casual conversation with a friend he met in a store.

The Universal FATHER: 
“I am seldom asked to speak before a civil society which is most likely
this readership on this Paper entirely, as it is of interest to physicists more
than to the church goer, but in all fairness, all should be interested in it
too.   I carry huge credentials, and I am the God of Israel as well as God
of the Sabbath, but I am also your inner guide all the time even though
most of you never recognized I live in spirit in your mind in what Infinity
calls the Thought Adjuster– an actual entity of myself that comes to you
about age six and stays in your mind until you die and keeps records and
track of your growth and c changes in status before us.

“We are now prepared to make on more statement about Infinity that
makes this Paper hugely successful.  I have authorized the use of good
language again to state that Jesus returns as promised in his first century
declaration near the time of his Last Supper.  For that reason that
Sacrament remains my personal favorite as it is this author’s favorite
statement too, as the drama and the concourse of evil so prevalent in the
work of Judas, we still shiver at his cold intention, and his true calling to
die before the Father could ever resurrect him properly after his suicidal
plunge off the cliffs at Golgotha.  For that reason we state most
succinctly that the trials and errors of man since those days of the cross
are well done and over.  Christianity will lose the cross as a symbol as
Jesus will insist it be abandoned as He considers the cross to be an
instrument of death and not the hope of resurrection.

“We stand abridged now and let this Paper end our statements for now,

as the entire matter is lost to most of you anyhow as you do not

understand how a man of this nature can speak directly without being

harmed.  Well, we do understand and that is because the Deity Absolute

with the Father Incarnate, Jesus of Nazareth, attends him all his days and

leaves us the means to prosper on the earth we call Urantia, well done

and prepared to live again as a free society without the trials of world

wars and disappearing children at the least of surprises it is man who

hates man so much he must be adjudged as a sinecure of conversation

not but of remission of sins on high to cleanse this planet once and for all

of a sub human species which insists on being raised among you and

must be removed permanently.   I am FATHER, and as such I bid you

temporary adieu.”

END
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